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0 of 0 review helpful Die Hard 2 Light By Coal Cracker 58 Minutes served as the basis for the film Die Hard 2 
Readers expecting the book to be like the movie will be a bit disappointed as was I The characters are thin but the 
story is adequate with some moments of suspense The big problem for me was that the narrative lacked the excitement 
of the movie Compared to the Die Hard 2 screenplay 58 Minutes is a skeleton wi After Die Hard blew the doors off 
movie theaters there was no doubt that Bruce Willis s one man army of a cop would hit the big screen again even 
harder And Die Hard 2 made it happen doubling down on the explosive action And just like the original blockbuster 
the sensational sequel leaped from the pages of a suspense master s pulse pounding novel A massive blizzard has shut 
down nearly every East Coast airport stranding travelers on the ground and in the ai 58 Minutes has enough built in 
excitement to carry the day New York Times New York Times A nerve ender with a pumping pace Wager can run 
with the best of them St Louis Post Dispatch St Louis Post Dispatch Fr 
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